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Chapter 15, Computational chemistry, was contributed by Warren Hehre, CEO,
Wavefunction, Inc. Chapter 17, Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, was
contributed by Alex Angerhofer, University of Florida.
Accompanying disc contains Powerpoint slides, animations and texts in various
formats.
This important book collects together stateOCoofOCotheOCoart reviews of diverse
topics covering almost all the major areas of modern quantum chemistry. The current
focus in the discipline of chemistry OCo synthesis, structure, reactivity and dynamics
OCo is mainly on control . A variety of essential computational tools at the disposal of
chemists have emerged from recent studies in quantum chemistry. The acceptance and
application of these tools in the interfacial disciplines of the life and physical sciences
continue to grow. The new era of modern quantum chemistry throws up promising
potentialities for further research. Reviews of Modern Quantum Chemistry is a joint
endeavor, in which renowned scientists from leading universities and research
laboratories spanning 22 countries present 59 inOCodepth reviews. Along with a
personal introduction written by Professor Walter Kohn, Nobel laureate (Chemistry,
1998), the articles celebrate the scientific contributions of Professor Robert G Parr on
the occasion of his 80th birthday. List of Contributors: W Kohn, M Levy, R Pariser, B R
Judd, E Lo, B N Plakhutin, A Savin, P Politzer, P Lane, J S Murray, A J Thakkar, S R
Gadre, R F Nalewajski, K Jug, M Randic, G Del Re, U Kaldor, E Eliav, A Landau, M
Ehara, M Ishida, K Toyota, H Nakatsuji, G Maroulis, A M Mebel, S Mahapatra, R
CarbOCoDorca, u Nagy, I A Howard, N H March, SOCoB Liu, R G Pearson, N
Watanabe, S TenOCono, S Iwata, Y Udagawa, E Valderrama, X Fradera, I Silanes, J M
Ugalde, R J Boyd, E V Ludea, V V Karasiev, L Massa, T Tsuneda, K Hirao, J-M Tao, J
P Perdew, O V Gritsenko, M Grning, E J Baerends, F Aparicio, J Garza, A Cedillo, M
Galvin, R Vargas, E Engel, A HAck, R N Schmid, R M Dreizler, J Poater, M Sola, M
Duran, J Robles, X Fradera, P K Chattaraj, A Poddar, B Maiti, A Cedillo, S
Guti(r)rrezOCoOliva, P Jaque, A ToroOCoLabb(r), H Chermette, P Boulet, S Portmann,
P Fuentealba, R Contreras, P Geerlings, F De Proft, R Balawender, D P Chong, A
Vela, G Merino, F Kootstra, P L de Boeij, R van Leeuwen, J G Snijders, N T Maitra, K
Burke, H Appel, E K U Gross, M K Harbola, H F Hameka, C A Daul, I Ciofini, A Bencini,
S K Ghosh, A Tachibana, J M CabreraOCoTrujillo, F Tenorio, O Mayorga, M Cases, V
Kumar, Y Kawazoe, A M KAster, P Calaminici, Z Gmez, U Reveles, J A Alonso, L M
Molina, M J Lpez, F Dugue, A Maanes, C A Fahlstrom, J A Nichols, D A Dixon, P A
Derosa, A G Zacarias, J M Seminario, D G Kanhere, A Vichare, S A Blundell, ZOCoY
Lu, HOCoY Liu, M Elstner, WOCoT Yang, J Muoz, X Fradera, M Orozco, F J Luque, P
Tarakeshwar, H M Lee, K S Kim, M Valiev, E J Bylaska, A Gramada, J H Weare, J
Brickmann, M Keil, T E Exner, M Hoffmann & J Rychlewski. Contents: Volume I:
Applications of the Automorphisms of SO(8) to the Atomic f Shell (B R Judd & E Lo);
Probability Distributions and Valence Shells in Atoms (A Savin); Information Theoretical
Approaches to Quantum Chemistry (S R Gadre); Quantum Chemical Justification for
Clar''s Valence Structures (M Randic); Functional Expansion Approach in Density
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Functional Theory (S-B Liu); Normconserving Pseudopotentials for the Exact Exchange
Functional (E Engel et al.); Volume II: Chemical Reactivity and Dynamics within a
Density-based Quantum Mechanical Framework (P K Chattaraj et al.); Fukui Functions
and Local Softness (H Chermette et al.); The Nuclear Fukui Function (P Geerlings et
al.); Causality in Time-Dependent Density-Functional Theory (M K Harbola); Theoretical
Studies of Molecular Magnetism (H F Hameka); Melting in Finite-Sized Systems (D G
Kanhere et al.); Density Functional Theory (DFT) and Drug Design (M Hoffmann & J
Rychlewski); and other papers. Readership: Researchers and academics in
computational, physical, fullerene, industrial, polymer, solid state and
theoretical/quantum chemistry; nanoscience, superconductivity & magnetic materials,
surface science; atomic, computational and condensed matter physics; and
thermodynamics."
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines,
highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice
tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780321766199. This item is
printed on demand.
Quantum mechanics provides the fundamental theoretical apparatus for describing the
structure and properties of atoms and molecules in terms of the behaviour of their
fundamental components, electrons and nudeL For heavy atoms and molecules
containing them, the electrons can move at speeds which represent a substantial
fraction of the speed of light, and thus relativity must be taken into account. Relativistic
quantum mechanics therefore provides the basic formalism for calculating the
properties of heavy-atom systems. The purpose of this book is to provide a detailed
description of the application of relativistic quantum mechanics to the many-body prob
lem in the theoretical chemistry and physics of heavy and superheavy elements.
Recent years have witnessed a continued and growing interest in relativistic quantum
chemical methods and the associated computa tional algorithms which facilitate their
application. This interest is fu elled by the need to develop robust, yet efficient
theoretical approaches, together with efficient algorithms, which can be applied to
atoms in the lower part of the Periodic Table and, more particularly, molecules and
molecular entities containing such atoms. Such relativistic theories and computational
algorithms are an essential ingredient for the description of heavy element chemistry,
becoming even more important in the case of superheavy elements. They are destined
to become an indispensable tool in the quantum chemist's armoury. Indeed, since
relativity influences the structure of every atom in the Periodic Table, relativistic
molecular structure methods may replace in many applications the non-relativistic
techniques widely used in contemporary research.
Many of the problems that engineers face involve randomly varying phenomena of one
sort or another. However, if characterized properly, even such randomness and the
resulting uncertainty are subject to rigorous mathematical analysis. Taking into account
the uniquely multidisciplinary demands of 21st-century science and engineering,
Random Phenomena: Fundamentals of Probability and Statistics for Engineers
provides students with a working knowledge of how to solve engineering problems that
involve randomly varying phenomena. Basing his approach on the principle of
theoretical foundations before application, Dr. Ogunnaike presents a classroom-tested
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course of study that explains how to master and use probability and statistics
appropriately to deal with uncertainty in standard problems and those that are new and
unfamiliar. Giving students the tools and confidence to formulate practical solutions to
problems, this book offers many useful features, including: Unique case studies to
illustrate the fundamentals and applications of probability and foster understanding of
the random variable and its distribution Examples of development, selection, and
analysis of probability models for specific random variables Presentation of core
concepts and ideas behind statistics and design of experiments Selected "special
topics," including reliability and life testing, quality assurance and control, and
multivariate analysis As classic scientific boundaries continue to be restructured, the
use of engineering is spilling over into more non-traditional areas, ranging from
molecular biology to finance. This book emphasizes fundamentals and a "first
principles" approach to deal with this evolution. It illustrates theory with practical
examples and case studies, equipping readers to deal with a wide range of problems
beyond those in the book. About the Author: Professor Ogunnaike is Interim Dean of
Engineering at the University of Delaware. He is the recipient of the 2008 American
Automatic Control Council's Control Engineering Practice Award, the ISA's Donald P.
Eckman Education Award, the Slocomb Excellence in Teaching Award, and was
elected into the US National Academy of Engineering in 2012.
"The Sixth Edition of this widely used textbook presents quantum chemistry for
beginning graduate students and advanced undergraduates. The subject is carefully
explained step-by-step, allowing students to easily follow the presentation. Necessary
mathematics is reviewed in detail. Worked examples aid learning. A solutions manual
for the problems is available. Extensive discussions of modern abinitio, density
functional, semiempirical, and molecular mechanics methods are included."--BOOK
JACKET.
013516589X / 9780135165898 Physical Chemistry: Thermodynamics, Statistical
Thermodynamics, and Kinetics& Physical Chemistry: Quantum Chemistry and
Spectroscopy Package, 4/e Package consists of: 0134804589 / 9780134804583
Physical Chemistry: Thermodynamics, Statistical Thermodynamics, and Kinetics, 4/e
0134804597 / 9780134804590 Physical Chemistry: Quantum Chemistry and
Spectroscopy, 4/e
By the time chemistry students are ready to study physical chemistry, they’ve
completed mathematics courses through calculus. But a strong background in
mathematics doesn’t necessarily equate to knowledge of how to apply that
mathematics to solving physicochemical problems. In addition, in-depth understanding
of modern concepts in physical chemistry requires knowledge of mathematical
concepts and techniques beyond introductory calculus, such as differential equations,
Fourier series, and Fourier transforms. This results in many physical chemistry
instructors spending valuable lecture time teaching mathematics rather than chemistry.
Barrante presents both basic and advanced mathematical techniques in the context of
how they apply to physical chemistry. Many problems at the end of each chapter test
students’ mathematical knowledge. Designed and priced to accompany traditional core
textbooks in physical chemistry, Applied Mathematics for Physical Chemistry provides
students with the tools essential for answering questions in thermodynamics,
atomic/molecular structure, spectroscopy, and statistical mechanics.
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Uniquely creates a strong bridge between molecular spectroscopy and quantum
chemistry This two-volume book consists of many reviews reporting new applications of
quantum chemistry to molecular spectroscopy (Raman, infrared, near-infrared,
terahertz, far-ultraviolet, etc.). It contains brief introductions to quantum chemistry for
spectroscopists, and to the recent progress on molecular spectroscopy for quantum
chemists. Molecular Spectroscopy: A Quantum Chemistry Approach examines the
recent progress made in the field of molecular spectroscopy; the state of the art of
quantum chemistry for molecular spectroscopy; and more. It offers multiple chapters
covering the application of quantum chemistry to: visible absorption and fluorescence,
Raman spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, near-infrared spectroscopy, terahertz
spectroscopy, and far-ultraviolet spectroscopy. It presents readers with hydrogen
bonding studies by vibrational spectroscopy and quantum chemistry, as well as
vibrational spectroscopy and quantum chemistry studies on both biological systems and
nano science. The book also looks at vibrational anharmonicity and overtones, and
nonlinear and time-resolved spectroscopy. -Comprehensively covers existing and
recent applications of quantum chemistry to molecular spectroscopy -Introduces the
quantum chemistry for the field of spectroscopy and the advancements being made on
molecular spectroscopy for quantum chemistry -Edited by world leading experts who
have long standing, extensive experience and international standing in the field
Molecular Spectroscopy: A Quantum Chemistry Approach is an ideal book for analytical
chemists, theoretical chemists, chemists, biochemists, materials scientists, biologists,
and physicists interested in the subject.
Engel and Reid's Thermodynamics, Statistical Thermodynamics, and Kinetics gives
students a contemporary and accurate overview of physical chemistry while focusing on
basic principles that unite the sub-disciplines of the field. The Third Edition continues to
emphasize fundamental concepts and presents cutting-edge research developments
that demonstrate the vibrancy of physical chemistry today.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events are included. Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines,
highlights, notes for your textbook with optional online practice tests. Only Cram101
Outlines are Textbook Specific. Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys:
9780805338430
Explores the role of quantum mechanics in biology for advanced undergraduate and
graduate students in physics, biology and chemistry.
Starting from multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces and the Schrödinger equation
of nuclear motion, this text elucidates the achievements in calculating photodissociation
cross sections and fragment state distributions from first principles.

This full-color, modern physical chemistry reference offers compelling
applications and arresting illustrations that capture readers' attention and
demonstrate the dynamic nature of the subject. The authors focus on core topics
of physical chemistry, presented within a modern framework of applications.
Modern applications are drawn from biology, environmental science, and material
science. Spectroscopy applications are introduced early in concert with theory;
for example, IR and rotational spectroscopy are discussed immediately after the
harmonic oscillator and the rigid rotar. Modern research is featured throughout,
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along with new developments in the field such as scanning tunneling microscopy,
bandgap engineering, quantum wells, teleportation, and quantum computing.
From Classical to Quantum Mechanics; The Schrödinger Equation; The Quantum
Mechanical Postulates; Using Quantum Mechanics on Simple Systems; The
Particle in the Box and the Real World; Commuting and Noncommuting
Operators and the Surprising Consequences; A Quantum Mechanical Model for
the Vibration and Rotation of Mole; The Vibrational and Rotational Spectroscopy
of Diatomic Molecules; The Hydrogen Atom; Many-Electron Atoms; Quantum
States for Many-electron Atoms and Atomic Spectroscopy; The Chemical Bond in
Diatomic Molecules; Molecular Structure and Energy Levels for Polyatomic
Molecules; Electronic Spectroscopy; Computational Chemistry; Molecular
Symmetry; Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. A useful reference for
chemistry professionals.
Two-Dimensional Optical Spectroscopy discusses the principles and applications
of newly emerging two-dimensional vibrational and optical spectroscopy
techniques. It provides a detailed account of basic theory required for an
understanding of two-dimensional vibrational and electronic spectroscopy. It also
bridges the gap between the formal development of nonlinear optical
spectroscopy and the application of the theory to explain experimental results.
Focusing on time-domain spectroscopy, the book presents detailed discussions
on the underlying physics and interpretation methods of a variety of twodimensional optical spectroscopic methods. It illustrates how novel diagrammatic
techniques are useful in graphically describing the associated nonlinear optical
transition pathways and involved population or coherence evolutions. The author
also explains the basics of quantum dynamics and time-dependent perturbation
theories that are required in describing nonlinear optical processes. From the
development of the theory to novel applications, this book covers a gamut of
topics in this field, including perturbation theory, coherent Raman scattering,
pump-probe spectroscopy, photon echo spectroscopy, IR-visible four-wave
mixing, and linear and nonlinear optical activity spectroscopy. It shows how to
apply the recently developed tools of vibrational and electronic spectroscopy in
two dimensions.
The Encyclopedia is a complete and authoritative reference work for this rapidly
evolving field. Over 200 international scientists, each experts in their specialties,
have written over 330 separate topics on different aspects of geochemistry
including geochemical thermodynamics and kinetics, isotope and organic
geochemistry, meteorites and cosmochemistry, the carbon cycle and climate,
trace elements, geochemistry of high and low temperature processes, and ore
deposition, to name just a few. The geochemical behavior of the elements is
described as is the state of the art in analytical geochemistry. Each topic
incorporates cross-referencing to related articles, and also has its own reference
list to lead the reader to the essential articles within the published literature. The
entries are arranged alphabetically, for easy access, and the subject and citation
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indices are comprehensive and extensive. Geochemistry applies chemical
techniques and approaches to understanding the Earth and how it works. It
touches upon almost every aspect of earth science, ranging from applied topics
such as the search for energy and mineral resources, environmental pollution,
and climate change to more basic questions such as the Earth’s origin and
composition, the origin and evolution of life, rock weathering and metamorphism,
and the pattern of ocean and mantle circulation. Geochemistry allows us to
assign absolute ages to events in Earth’s history, to trace the flow of ocean
water both now and in the past, trace sediments into subduction zones and arc
volcanoes, and trace petroleum to its source rock and ultimately the environment
in which it formed. The earliest of evidence of life is chemical and isotopic traces,
not fossils, preserved in rocks. Geochemistry has allowed us to unravel the
history of the ice ages and thereby deduce their cause. Geochemistry allows us
to determine the swings in Earth’s surface temperatures during the ice ages,
determine the temperatures and pressures at which rocks have been
metamorphosed, and the rates at which ancient magma chambers cooled and
crystallized. The field has grown rapidly more sophisticated, in both analytical
techniques that can determine elemental concentrations or isotope ratios with
exquisite precision and in computational modeling on scales ranging from atomic
to planetary.
This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a
convenient, three-hole- punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a
great value–this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Engel and
Reid's Thermodynamics, Statistical Thermodynamics, & Kinetics gives students a
contemporary and accurate overview of physical chemistry while focusing on
basic principles that unite the sub-disciplines of the field. The Third Edition
continues to emphasize fundamental concepts and presents cutting-edge
research developments that demonstrate the vibrancy of physical chemistry
today.
Thanks to the progress made in instruments and techniques, the methods in
physical chemistry have developed rapidly over the past few decades, making
them increasingly valuable for scientists of many disciplines. These two musthave volumes meet the needs of the scientific community for a thorough
overview of all the important methods currently used. As such, this work bridges
the gap between standard textbooks and review articles, covering a large number
of methods, as well as the motivation behind their use. A uniform approach is
adopted throughout both volumes, while the critical comparison of the
advantages and disadvantages of each method makes this a valuable reference
for physical chemists and other scientists working with these techniques.
Quantum Chemistry and SpectroscopyPearson New International EditionPearson
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of the MyLab(tm)and Mastering(tm) platforms
exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
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MyLab or Mastering, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will
provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for
the Mastering platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be
previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For
courses in Quantum Chemistry. This package includes Mastering Chemistry. A
visual, conceptual and contemporary approach to Physical Chemistry Engel and
Reid's Quantum Chemistry & Spectroscopy provides a contemporary,
conceptual, and visual introduction to physical chemistry. The authors emphasize
the vibrancy of physical chemistry today and illustrate its relevance to the world
around us, using modern applications drawn from biology, environmental
science, and material science. The 4th Edition provides visual summaries of
important concepts and connections in each chapter, offers students "just-intime" math help, and expands content to cover science relevant to physical
chemistry. Tutorials in Mastering(tm) Chemistry reinforce students' understanding
of complex theory in Quantum Chemistry and Thermodynamics as they build
problem-solving skills throughout the course. Personalize learning with Mastering
Chemistry Mastering(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that empowers
you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools
developed to engage students and emulate the office-hour experience, Mastering
personalizes learning and often improves results for each student. Instructors
ensure students arrive ready to learn by assigning educationally effective content
before class, and encourage critical thinking and retention with in-class resources
such as Learning Catalytics. 0134813081 / 9780134813080 Physical Chemistry:
Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy Plus MasteringChemistry with Pearson
eText -- Access Card Package, 4/e Package consists of: 0134746880 /
9780134746883 Mastering Chemistry 0134804597 / 9780134804590 Physical
Chemistry: Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy
Engel and Reid’s Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy gives students a contemporary and
accurate overview of physical chemistry while focusing on basic principles that unite the subdisciplines of the field. The Third Edition continues to emphasize fundamental concepts and
presents cutting-edge research developments that demonstrate the vibrancy of physical
chemistry today. MasteringChemistry® for Physical Chemistry – a comprehensive online
homework and tutorial system specific to Physical Chemistry – is available for the first time with
Engel and Reid to reinforce students' understanding of complex theory and to build problemsolving skills throughout the course.
This essential guide to the knowledge and tools in the field includes everything from the basic
concepts to modern methods, while also forming a bridge to bioinformatics. The textbook offers
a very clear and didactical structure, starting from the basics and the theory, before going on to
provide an overview of the methods. Learning is now even easier thanks to exercises at the
end of each section or chapter. Software tools are explained in detail, so that the students not
only learn the necessary theoretical background, but also how to use the different software
packages available. The wide range of applications is presented in the corresponding book
Applied Chemoinformatics - Achievements and Future Opportunities (ISBN 9783527342013).
For Master and PhD students in chemistry, biochemistry and computer science, as well as
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providing an excellent introduction for other newcomers to the field.
"Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy" is a groundbreaking new text that explains core topics
in depth with a focus on basic principles, applications, and modern research. The authors hone
in on key concepts and cover them thoroughly and in detail - as opposed to the general,
encyclopedic approach competing textbooks take. Excessive math formalism is avoided to
keep readers focused on the most important concepts and to provide greater clarity.
Applications woven throughout each chapter demonstrate to readers how chemical theories
are used to solve real-world chemical problems in biology, environmental science, and material
science. Extensive coverage of modern research and new developments in the field get
readers excited about this dynamic branch of science. "Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy"
is a split text (from "Physical Chemistry") and is organized to facilitate "Quantum first" courses.
The online Chemistry Place for Physical Chemistry features interactive problems and
simulations that reinforce and build upon material included in the book. The computational
chemistry program Spartan Student Physcial Chemistry Edition is included with each new copy
of Engel/Reid's "Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy." From Classical to Quantum
Mechanics; The Schrodinger Equation; The Quantum Mechanical Postulates; Using Quantum
Mechanics on Simple Systems; The Particle in the Box and the Real World; Commuting and
Noncommuting Operators and the Surprising Consequences of Entanglement; A Quantum
Mechanical Model for the Vibration and Rotation of Molecules; The Vibrational and Rotational
Spectroscopy of Diatomic Molecules; The Hydrogen Atom; Many-Electron Atoms; Examples of
Spectroscopy Involving Atoms; Chemical Bonding in H+2 and H2; Chemical Bonding in
Diatomic Molecules; Molecular Structure and Energy Levels for Polyatomic Molecules;
Electronic Spectroscopy; Computational Chemistry; Molecular Symmetry; Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy For all readers interested in learning the core topics of quantum
chemistry.
Engel and Reid's Physical Chemistry provides students with a contemporary and accurate
overview of physical chemistry while focusing on basic principles that unite the sub-disciplines
of the field. The Third Edition continues to emphasize fundamental concepts, while presenting
cutting-edge research developments to emphasize the vibrancy of physical chemistry today.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780321615046 .
Physical Chemistry for the Biosciences addresses the educational needs of students majoring
in biophysics, biochemistry, molecular biology, and other life sciences. It presents the core
concepts of physical chemistry with mathematical rigor and conceptual clarity, and develops
the modern biological applications alongside the physical principles. The traditional
presentations of physical chemistry are augmented with material that makes these chemical
ideas biologically relevant, applying physical principles to the understanding of the complex
problems of 21st century biology.
Engel and Reid's Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy gives students a contemporary and
accurate overview of physical chemistry while focusing on basic principles that unite the subdisciplines of the field. The Third Edition continues to emphasize fundamental concepts and
presents cutting-edge research developments that demonstrate the vibrancy of physical
chemistry today. MasteringChemistry(R) for Physical Chemistry - a comprehensive online
homework and tutorial system specific to Physical Chemistry - is available for the first time with
Engel and Reid to reinforce students' understanding of complex theory and to build problemsolving skills throughout the course.

This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a convenient,
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three-hole- punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value--this
format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Engel and Reid's Quantum
Chemistry and Spectroscopy gives students a contemporary and accurate overview of
physical chemistry while focusing on basic principles that unite the sub-disciplines of
the field. The Third Edition continues to emphasize fundamental concepts and presents
cutting-edge research developments that demonstrate the vibrancy of physical
chemistry today.
Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy is a groundbreaking new text that explains core
topics in depth with a focus on basic principles, applications, and modern research. The
authors hone in on key concepts and cover them thoroughly and in detail - as opposed
to the general, encyclopedic approach competing textbooks take. Excessive math
formalism is avoided to keep students focused on the most important concepts and to
provide greater clarity. Applications woven throughout each chapter demonstrate to
students how chemical theories are used to solve real-world chemical problems in
biology, environmental science, and material science. Extensive coverage of modern
research and new developments in the field get students excited about this dynamic
branch of science. This split text (from Physical Chemistry) is organized to facilitate
"Quantum first" courses. The online Chemistry Place for Physical Chemistry features
interactive problems and simulations that reinforce and build upon material included in
the book.
This manual contains worked out solutions for selected problems throughout the text.
In the phase transitions among the solid, liquid, and gaseous forms of water, we see a
profound demonstration of how properties at the molecular scale dictate the behavior of
the bulk material. As ice is heated beyond its melting point, new avenues for molecular
motion become open to the energy being added. Upon entering the gas phase, the
water molecules can explore new territory, unavailable to the liquid or solid. These
transformations can be seen as a shifting balance between the forces that bind the
molecules and the thermal energy that excites these motions--a window through
thermodynamics on the intricate mechanisms that drive chemistry.
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